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Marijampolė Aero Club SASNAVA

     33th LITHUANIAN OPEN ACCURACY 
 LANDING PARACHUTING CHAMPIONSHIP

REGULATIONS
1. Objective of the Competition

1.1. To determine the championship and country winners in:
- individual accuracy landing competition;
- team accuracy landing competition;

            - senior accuracy landing competition.
1.2. To promote and develop parachuting in Lithuania and abroad.
1.3. To seek to share the exchange experience and information between the competition participants.
1.4. To improve judging methods and practices and improve the qualification of judges.

2. Date and place of the Competition
2.1. The Competition will take place on 4-6 August 2023.
2.2. The place of the Competition: Marijampolė Aero Club; Sasnava Airport, Kuzų Village 6, 
Marijampolė Municipality. LT-69481

3. Organisers of the Competition
3.1. Marijampolė Aero Club, the Lithuanian Parachute Sport Federation (LPSF).

4. Director and Chief Judge of the Competition
4.1. Director of the Competition - Alvydas Danilaitis, tel.: +370 687 32143, e-mail: alvydas@marizone.lt 
marijampolesak@gmail.com 
4.2. Chief Judge of the Competition to be appointed by the LFPS.

                      5. To be provided
5.1. The travelling and meals expenses shall be paid by the competitors or their sending organisations.
5.2.  Accommodation of the participants:
        - in the premises of the Aero Club, in the tent city (the aerodrome has sanitary facilities, a 

pond/beach, recreation/playgrounds, sauna);
        - or in the residence "Grįžulo ratai" (motel at the distance of 4 km from the aerodrome; advance 

booking required, contacts: tel. +370 600 93796, http://www.grizuloratai.eu/ ).
5.3.  Meals - in the aerodrome canteen.
5.4.  The organisers guarantee the safety of parachutes, aircrafts and automobiles during the Competition.
5.5. The judges are paid according to the competition estimate provided by the organisers.

6. Applications of the Competition participants, competition fee  
6.1. Preliminary applications/registration of participants (Annex I) shall be submitted to the Competition 

organiser by 21 July 2023 by e-mail: alvydas@marizone.lt.
6.2. The final registration by submitting the documents provided for in item 7.3 shall take place in the 

Mandate Commission, which will work on 4 August 2023 from 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 a.m.       
6.3. The participants of the Competition, members of the LPSF, shall pay to the Mandate Commission the 

entry fee of EUR 40.00 and EUR 10.00 fee for each jump (The other part of the jump is paid for by 
the Lithuanian Parachute Sports Federation).

6.4. The sportsmen from foreign countries, not being members of the LPSF, shall pay to the Mandate 
Commission the entry fee of EUR 40.00 and EUR 15.00 fee for each jump.  
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6.5. The entry fee of the participant includes the Competition attributes, 6 August lunch and 5-6 August 
dinner.
6.6. For repeated jumps the participant pays EUR 15.00, except for cases when a repeated jump reason 

was beyond control of the participant (in such case the repeated jumps expenses shall be covered by 
the Competition Organiser).

6.7. Funds for jumps shall be paid after completion of jump show.

                        7. Participants of the Competition
7.1. Both Lithuanian and foreign sportsmen may participate in the Competition.
7.2. Seniors will count for athletes aged 45 and over.   
7.3. All participants of the Competition must have valid parachute certificates, technically sound 

parachute systems for their exercise, their certificates. Foreign sportsmen - accident insurance. 
7.4. The sportsmen having not less than C category may participate in the Competition.
7.5. The sportsmen having B category may participate in the Competition only by upon a separate 

decision of the judging panel and the Competition Director.
 

8. Composition of teams
8.1. Each team comprises of 4 participants. 
8.2. The teams may be composed of mixed sex representatives.        
8.3. The number of teams in the Competition is unlimited.

                      9. Program of the Competition
9.1.   In the Open Lithuanian Parachute Sports Championship Two qualification rounds are taken into 
account:
9.1.1. The round of the National Parachute Sport  (the LPSF members) team and individual accuracy 

landing;
9.1.2. The round Open Championship (all participants): team,  individual accuracy landing, senior and 

women's (if applicable to clause 9.5.) round. 
9.2. Team accuracy landing event consist of 5 jumps. The minimum number of jumps for a successful 

event is 3;
9.3. Individual accuracy landing event consists of 8 jumps, the semi-final and final jumps. The 

minimum number of jumps for a successful event is 5.
            - 50 percent of participants get into the semi-final;

- 50 per cent - get into the final. 
9.4. Senior individual accuracy landing event - consists of 8 jumps. Jumps are performed in the general 

order. The minimum number of jumps for a successful event is 5.
9.5. If there are more than 4 women registered as participants, there should be an individual accuracy 

landing event for women corresponding to clause 9.3..     

                         10. General provisions
10.1. AN-2 aircrafts will be used for jumping.
10.2. Maximum wind speed - 6 m/s.
10.3. Height - 1000-1100 m.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
10.4. Height in the semi-final and final - 800-1100 m.       
10.5. The Organiser of the Competition has the right to change the provisions of items 10.3, 10.4, 

considering meteorological conditions and other relevant circumstances. 
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10.6. Result assessment:
10.6.1.       - the result of up to 0,16 m will be fixed by an electronic system.
                  - radius from 0.17 m up to 0.50 m within the zone, the result is 0.17 m.
                  - radius from 0,51 m up to 2.50 m within the zone, the result is 0.18 m.
                  - radius from 2.51 m - the result is 0.19 m.
10.7. The Competition will take place according to FAI Sport Code and the Regulations.                                                  
10.8. The participants of this Competition hereby declare a complete and full acceptance of these 

Regulations.        

                        11. Competition agenda

Date Time Agenda
3 August 2023 1300-2000 Training jumps (paid jumps 1 x 15 EUR)

1000-1100 Meeting of Judges
1100-1200 Mandate Commission

4 August 2023 1300-1330 Competition opening ceremony                                                           
1400-2000 Competition jumps
2030 Dinner
0800-0845 Breakfast

5 August 2023 0900-2000 Competition jumps
1330-1500 Lunch
2030 Dinner
0800-0845 Breakfast

6 August 2023 0900-1400 Competition jumps (reserve time)
1500 Competition closing ceremony (the time may be adjusted)

                             12.     Protests
12.1. The protest is submitted with a deposit of EUR 20.00. If the protest is satisfied, this amount shall be 

returned to the person who gave it; if not, it refers to the Organisers of the Competition.
12.2. Protests are reviewed and solved by the panel of judges and the Competition Director. In case of a 

tie, the Chief Judge shall have the casting vote.
12.3.  The time for filing and consideration of protests complies with the FAI Code.

0.18 m0.17 m

0.19 m
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 13. Determination and awarding of winners
13.1.   A team or a participant with the lowest summary result in the final rounds shall be the winner.
13.2. In case of a tie, determination of the first three places shall be done according to FAI Code. 
13.3. The winners of the 33th Lithuanian Open Championships team will be awarded diplomas and 

medals; prize winners - diplomas, medals, competition cups.   
 
                     

Developed by:  A. Danilaitis
Approved by the LPSF 

www.marizone.lt       

http://www.marizone.lt/
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Annex I 

PARAIŠKA
dalyvauti 33-ame atvirame Lietuvos parašiutų sporto tikslaus

nusileidimo čempionate
APPLICATIONfor participation in 33th Lithuanian Open Accuracy Landing Parachuting 

Championship 

Marijampolė                                                                                                       2023

Šalis (klubas) (Country (Club)) _________________________________________

Komandos pavadinimas (Name of team)________________________________________

Komandos sąrašas
Composition of team

No Vardas, pavardė
 Name, surname

Gimimo data
Date of birth

Pažymėjimo Nr.
Certificate No

Kategorija
Category

Komandos kapitonas (Team captain):

Vardas (First name)_____________________________
Pavardė (Surname)_________________________

Parašas (Signature)_____________________________

 


